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Abstract
Identifying influencers who can spread information to many other individuals
from a social network is a fundamental research task in the network science re-
search field. Several measures for identifying influencers have been proposed,
and the effectiveness of these influence measures has been evaluated for the case
where the complete social network structure is known. However, it is difficult in
practice to obtain the complete structure of a social network because of missing
data, false data, or node/link sampling from the social network. In this paper, we
investigate the effects of node sampling from a social network on the effectiveness
of influence measures at identifying influencers. Our experimental results show
that the negative effect of biased sampling, such as sample edge count, on the
identification of influencers is generally small. For social media networks, we can
identify influencers whose influence is comparable with that of those identified
from the complete social networks by sampling only 10–30% of the networks.
Moreover, our results also suggest the possible benefit of network sampling in
the identification of influencers. Our results show that, for some networks, nodes
with higher influence can be discovered from sampled social networks than from
complete social networks.
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1. Introduction
Identifying influencers who can spread information to many other individuals
from a social network is a fundamental research task in the network science re-
search field [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Widely spread information in a social network can
affect public opinion, brand awareness, and product market share in society [8, 9].
In the information-spreading process, a few individuals (called influencers) are
considered to play an important role in triggering a large-scale cascade of infor-
mation diffusion [3, 10]. Therefore, the identification of influencers has attracted
great interest from many researchers [2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12]. A typical application
of the identification of influencers is viral marketing [5]. If influencers are known
in viral marketing, advertisements can reach many people at low cost. Moreover,
identifying influencers is expected to be useful for preventing the spread of rumors
and misinformation [13].
Several measures have been proposed for estimating the influence of each node
when identifying influencers in a social network [2, 3, 4, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 7].
An excellent survey on such measures can be found in [7]. Such measures in-
clude centrality (degree centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness central-
ity) [14], PageRank [15], and the k-core index [16]. We refer to these measures
as influence measures in this paper.
Existing studies evaluate the effectiveness of influence measures when the so-
cial network structure is completely known [2, 3, 6, 11, 12, 7]. In these studies,
the influence measures of each node are obtained from a complete social network,
and nodes that are highly ranked with respect to the measures (e.g., the top 1%
of nodes) are extracted as influencers. Then, the influence of the extracted nodes
(i.e., influencers) is evaluated by using models of influence cascades, such as the
susceptible–infected–removed (SIR) and susceptible–infected–susceptible (SIS)
models [2, 6, 11, 7] or by using actual records of information cascades [3, 12].
However, it is difficult in practice to obtain the complete structure of a real
social network [17, 18, 19]. Social networks typically contain several errors due
to missing data, false data, or node/link sampling from the social network [17,
18, 19]. Such incompleteness in social networks should affect the effectiveness of
influence measures for identifying influencers.
This paper focuses on social networks that are incomplete due to node sam-
pling [19, 20, 21] and investigates the effects of node sampling on influence mea-
sures for identifying influencers. A promising area of application for identifying
influencers is social media, such as Twitter and Facebook [8]. Because the social
networks in social media are huge, their structures are typically estimated by node
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sampling [21, 22, 23]. Therefore, investigating the effects of node sampling on
influence measures is important when using these measures for identifying influ-
encers in social media. We apply several node sampling strategies to social net-
works and identify influencers from the sampled social networks using influence
measures. We then investigate the actual influence of the identified influencers.
As in the work of Pei et al. [3], the actual influence of a node is empirically mea-
sured by the size of the information cascades triggered by the node. We obtain the
sizes of these information cascades from records of information cascades, such as
records of retweets on Twitter.
Our main contributions are as follows.
• We empirically investigate the effects of node sampling on the identification
of influencers. While existing studies have investigated the effects of node
sampling on the stability of influence measures [3, 19, 24], we investigate
the effects of node sampling on the effectiveness of influence measures for
identifying influencers.
• We show the necessary sample sizes for identifying influencers. We demon-
strate that when using biased sampling strategies such as sample edge count [20],
a small sample size (e.g., a sample size of 10-30% ) is enough for identify-
ing influencers in social media networks.
• We propose a possible benefit of node sampling in the identification of in-
fluencers. Our results suggest that, for some networks, nodes with higher
influence can be discovered from sampled social networks than from com-
plete social networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
existing studies related to using social network structures to identify influencers.
Section 3 explains the research methodology. Section 4 shows the results. Sec-
tion 5 discusses the implications of the results and limitations of the work. Finally,
Section 6 contains our conclusions.
2. Related Work
The effectiveness of influence measures has been extensively evaluated through
simulation using influence cascade models [2, 4, 6, 11, 25, 7]. In simulations, the
actual influence of a node is defined as the number of nodes affected by an influ-
ence cascade originating from the node of interest. For example, Chen et al. [11]
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evaluate the effectiveness of popular influence measures by comparing the actual
influence (as obtained from simulation using the SIR model) with the influence
estimated from the measures.
While most existing studies use influence cascade models for evaluating the
effectiveness of influence measures, Pei et al. [3] adopt an empirical approach,
using the actual records of information diffusion for the evaluation and defin-
ing the actual influence of a node as the number of nodes who repost the node’s
posts. Following Pei et al., we use the actual records of an information cascade
for evaluating influence measures. As discussed in [3], the empirical validation of
influence measures is important because model-based information diffusion and
actual diffusion are suggested to be different. Previous studies have evaluated the
effectiveness of influence measures when the complete structure of a social net-
work is known. In contrast, we evaluate the effectiveness of influence measures
when the structure of a social network is known only from node sampling.
Several studies have investigated the robustness of influence measures against
incompleteness [17, 19, 26, 27, 28, 29], and these are closely related to our work.
The robustness of influence measures against random errors has also been exten-
sively studied [17, 26, 28]. Borgatti et al. [17] and Frantz et al. [26] have inves-
tigated the consistency of node rankings between a ground-truth network and a
network with errors. The robustness of influence measures against node sampling
has been also investigated [3, 19, 24]. Salamanos et al. [24] have addressed the
problem of finding the top-k central nodes in a ground-truth social network from
a sampled social network. These studies address the problem of identifying the
top-ranked nodes on the basis of influence measures in a ground-truth social net-
work from an incomplete social network. In contrast, the problem that we address
is identifying actually influential nodes from an incomplete social network. Here,
the actual influence of a node is empirically measured by the size of the informa-
tion cascade triggered by the node.
3. Methodology
3.1. Overview
We investigate how accurately we can identify influencers from sampled social
networks. First, by sampling a fraction of nodes from a complete social network
G, we obtain an incomplete social network G′. Second, we calculate the influ-
ence measures of each node in G′. We use popular influence measures: degree
centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality [14], PageRank [15], and
k-core index [16]. We also use recently proposed methodologies for identifying
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Table 1: Statistics for examined datasets
Dataset Num. of nodes Num. of links Num. of information cascades
Twitter-follow 50,000 331,270 214,532
Twitter-mention 3,907,682 5,399,949 1,000,221
Facebook 63,731 1,545,685 838,092
APS 247,675 856,864 45,684,601
multiple influencers: collective influence (CI) [30] and VoteRank [31]. The effec-
tiveness of CI is shown through experiments using information diffusion logs [32]
and diffusion models [33]. The effectiveness of VoteRank is also shown through
experiments using diffusion models [31]. Third, we rank the nodes in descending
order of their influence measures and extract the top p% nodes in the ranking as
the influencers. Finally, we evaluate the actual influence of the extracted influ-
encers. Following Pei et al. [3], the actual influence of a node is defined as the
node’s ability to spread information to other nodes. More precise definitions of
the actual influence for each dataset will be given in the next subsection.
3.2. Datasets
We use four types of datasets: one is our collected dataset Twitter-follow,
and the remaining three are publicly available datasets, Twitter-mention 1 2, Face-
book [34] 2, and APS 2. Several statistics of these datasets are shown in Tab. 1.
The details of each dataset are described below.
Twitter-follow This dataset contains a social network that represents the follow
relations of Twitter users and the records of retweets by them during a spe-
cific period, described below. In the social network, each Twitter user is rep-
resented as a node, and a follow relation from user i to user j is represented
as a directed link from node i to node j. As a measure for quantifying the
actual influence of user i, we used the number of users who have retweeted
a tweet by user i at least once. If user j retweets user i’s tweet, we consider
the information in that tweet to have spread from user i to user j, and the
number of users retweeting each user’s tweet is used to characterize user
influence. This dataset was collected through the following process using,




1. We randomly selected 50,000 users who frequently retweeted posts
from users meeting the following conditions:
• Users who retweeted 10 or more tweets and whose number of
retweets was between 10 and 100 during the period of December
11 to 17, 2013.
• Users who posted tweets whose number of retweets was between
50 and 100 during the period of December 11 to 17, 2013.
2. We collected the follow relations among these 50,000 users during the
period of December 16 to 19, 2013.
3. We also collected the retweets of tweets that were posted by these
50,000 users during the period of December 18, 2013, to January 31,
2014.
Twitter-mention This dataset contains a social network representing the mention
relations of users on Twitter and the records of retweets posted by them
during the period of January 23 to February 8, 2011. In this network, each
Twitter user is represented as a node, and a mention from user i to user j
is represented as a directed link from node i to node j. As a measure for
quantifying the actual influence of user i, we used the number of users who
have retweeted at least one of user i’s tweets.
Facebook This dataset contains a social network representing user friendships on
Facebook and the records of posts by them during the period of September
25, 2006, to January 22, 2009. In this network, each Facebook user is repre-
sented as a node, and a friendship between user i and user j is represented as
an undirected link between node i and node j. As a measure for quantifying
the actual influence of user i, we used the number of posts that were posted
to user i’s wall. If user j posts to user i’s wall, we consider that information
as having spread from user i to user j, and the number of users who post to
the wall of each user is used to characterize user influence.
APS This dataset contains a social network representing co-authorships in APS
journals and records of citations of papers published until 2005. In this
network, each author is represented as a node, and co-authorship between
author i and author j is represented as an undirected link between node i
and node j. As a measure for quantifying the actual influence of author i,
we used the number of citations of papers written by author i. If author j
cites the paper of author i, we consider that information to have spread from
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author i to author j, and the number of citations of papers of each author is
used to characterize the influence of the author.
3.3. Sampling strategies
This study uses three biased sampling strategies: sample edge count (SEC) [20],
breadth-first search (BFS), and depth-first search (DFS). For comparison pur-
poses, we also use random sampling of nodes. SEC, BFS, and DFS are known
to be biased towards sampling high-degree nodes [20]. Since influential nodes
tend to have high degree [35], the negative effects of those biased sampling strate-
gies on influence measures are expected to be smaller than the effects of random
sampling.
Overviews of the sampling strategies are described below. The sampling
strategies repeatedly obtain nodes until the number of obtained nodes reaches the
desired sample size. We assume that when obtaining node i, the nodes linked
to node i are known. In this experiment, only the sampled nodes and the links
between those nodes are used for estimating node influence.
SEC SEC aims to obtain high-degree nodes without global knowledge of the
network, greedily obtaining the node with the highest expected degree. Let
S be a set of obtained nodes. Initially, S contains a randomly selected node.
SEC greedily obtains the node with the most links from the nodes in S [20].
This method greedily obtains the node with the highest expected degree.
BFS BFS first obtains a randomly selected node. Then, BFS iteratively visits
the neighbors of the visited node. At each iteration, BFS visits and obtains
an unvisited neighbor of the earliest visited node [20]. This procedure is
repeated until a specified number of nodes is obtained. Note that if there
are no unvisited neighbors, a randomly selected unvisited node is newly
obtained from the entire network.
DFS DFS uses a sampling method that is similar to that of BFS. DFS also iter-
atively visits unvisited neighbors of visited nodes. At each iteration, DFS
obtains an unvisited neighbor of the most recently visited node, walking
backward through the most-recent list as needed to find unvisited neigh-
bors. [20].
Random sampling Random sampling repeatedly obtains a node uniformly at
random from all nodes in a network until a specified number of nodes is
obtained.
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In the following results, we repeated the node sampling process 30 times for each
sampling strategy and obtained the average values of the evaluation metrics, which
will be introduced in the next subsection.
3.4. Evaluation metrics
For evaluating the effectiveness of influence measures for identifying influ-
encers, we use the following two metrics.
Overlap To evaluate the consistency of actual influencers and the identified influ-
encers, we use the overlap between them defined in the following manner,





where Tp% is the set of identified influencers (i.e., nodes in the top p% of a
ranking based on the influence measures) and Ap% is the set of users in the
top p% of a ranking based on actual influence in the complete network G.
Normalized influence To evaluate the strength of influence of the identified in-






where i(v) is the actual influence of node v measured by the records of
information cascades in the complete network G.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we use p = 1 for calculating the Overlapp%
and normalized influence Ip%. That is to say, we consider the problem of finding
the top 1% of influencers from sampled social networks.
4. Results
We first present the results for Overlap1%. Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 show the
relation between sample size and Overlap1% in each dataset when using SEC,
BFS, DFS, and random sampling, respectively. Note that the results for closeness










































































































Figure 1: Overlap1% vs. sample size in each dataset when using SEC.
the results for VoteRank in the Twitter-mention dataset are not shown, due to the
high computational costs for calculating them. We used l = 2 as the parameter
of CI, and f = 1/⟨k⟩, where ⟨k⟩ is the average degree of the network, as the
parameter of VoteRank, which are used in [31].
As shown in Fig. 1, we found that even when the sample size is 10%–30%,
Overlap1% is high, comparing with when the sample size is 100% (i.e., when using
the entire network), except for the case of the APS dataset. This suggests that the
negative effects of node sampling on the influence measures are small when us-
ing SEC sampling. This is because SEC sampling successfully finds high-degree
nodes, which are expected to have high influence. For instance, in Facebook,
approximately 93% of hub nodes (i.e., top 1% nodes based on degree) in the com-










































































































Figure 2: Overlap1% vs. sample size in each dataset when using BFS.
size is 10%. Therefore, Overlap1% of degree when the sample size is 10% is com-
parable with that when the sample size is 100% in Facebook. In Twitter-follow,
approximately 75% of hub nodes in the complete network are contained in the
sampled network with 10% sample size. Therefore, in Twitter-follow, Overlap1%
of degree when the sample size is 10% is slightly lower than that when the sample
size is 100%. We also found similar results when using BFS and DFS (Figs. 2
and 3). In contrast, when using random sampling and a sample size of 10%,
we found that Overlap1% was approximately 0.05 for all datasets and all influ-
ence measures (Fig. 4). These results indicate that for a social network known
from sampling, using SEC, BFS, or DFS is more effective than random sampling
at finding influential nodes in the network. However, in the results for the APS










































































































Figure 3: Overlap1% vs. sample size in each dataset when using DFS.
DFS, or BFS. A sample size of 70% or more is necessary to achieve an Overlap1%
comparable with that when using the entire network. More detailed investigation
is needed to clarify the cause of this, but this might be because these sampling
strategies typically traverse a limited area of the network even when influential
nodes are widely distributed in the network.
Comparing the differences among the influence measures, degree centrality,
PageRank, CI, and VoteRank are effective for social media networks (i.e., Twitter-
follow, Twitter-mention, and Facebook), and k-core is effective for a collaboration
network (APS). In all networks, degree centrality, which uses only local informa-
tion of the network, achieves comparable or even higher Overlap1% values than
do PageRank, betweenness, or closeness, which use global information of the










































































































Figure 4: Overlap1% vs. sample size in each dataset when using random sampling.
effective for estimating the influence of social media users. CI and VoteRank are
also effective for social media networks. VoteRank achives the highest Overlap1%
for Twitter-follow, and CI achives the highest Overlap1% for Facebook. The effec-
tiveness of degree in social media networks might be explained by the definition
of actual influence used in this paper. In social media networks, strong hubs who
have extremely large number of links can get a lot of retweets and comments from
their direct neighbors. Therefore, degree can be considered as a good predictor
of influence. In contrast, in APS, hub nodes do not have the extreme number of
links compared to the social media networks, and the number of citations do not
heavily depends on the number of direct neighbors.
In the results for the Twitter-follow and Facebook datasets, to our surprise,
we found that the Overlap1% with a small sample size is slightly higher than that
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when the sample size is 100% for some influence measures. In particular, the
results of closeness centrality when using SEC (Fig. 1) show notable tendencies.
We carefully investigated the node rankings based on closeness, and found that
there exist low-degree and high-closeness nodes in Twitter-follow and Facebook.
We particularly focused on Twitter-follow, and extracted the top 1% nodes based
on closeness in the complete network (i.e., network with 100% sample size). We
investigated the degree of the extracted nodes, and found that the first, second,
and third quartiles of their degree are 2, 5, and 33, respectively. In contrast, for
the sampled networks with 10% sample size, the first, second, and third quartiles
of degree of the top 1% nodes based on closeness are approximately 38.1, 60.2,
and 103.3, respectively. Typically, low-degree nodes tend to have low influence.
Therefore, Overlap1% of closeness in the complete network is lower than that in
the sampled networks with small sample sizes. The reason why low-degree nodes
have high closeness in the complete network is as follows. In Twitter, high-degree
hub nodes are followed by many low-degree nodes. Since the hub nodes naturally
have high closeness, nodes adjacent to hub nodes also have high closeness. As a
result, many low-degree nodes who follow high-degree nodes have high closeness
in Twitter-follow. In contrast, when the sample size is small (e.g., sample size
is 10%), such low-degree nodes are not included in the sampled networks since
SEC preferentially obtains high-degree nodes. We found similar tendencies on
Facebook. From above observations, we conclude that the existence of low-degree
and high-closeness nodes, and the biases of SEC sampling are the causes of the
counterintuitive tendencies of closeness. This suggests that network sampling
sometimes reduces noise in estimating the influence of nodes.
We next investigated the normalized influence of the extracted influencers.
Figure 5 shows the relation between sample size and normalized influence I1%
when using SEC sampling. This result again suggests that by using SEC sampling,
we can identify influencers from a small sample of a social network, but not from
the APS dataset. We also found that the values of normalized influence I1% were
high compared with the values of Overlap1%. This means that highly influential
nodes can be successfully identified.
Finally, we investigated the normalized influence Ip% while changing p. Fig-
ure 6 shows the relation between the fraction of extracted nodes p and the normal-
ized influence Ip% when using SEC as a sampling strategy and degree centrality
as an influence measure. Results with different sample sizes are compared in the
figure. These results show that the normalized influence when sample sizes are
10%–30% is comparable with that when the sample size is 100% in social media














































































































































Figure 5: Normalized influence I1% vs. sample size in each dataset when using SEC.
seems to be necessary for finding highly influential nodes. Again, to our surprise,
these results show that with Facebook, 10% sampling finds more influential nodes
than using the entire network. This suggests the potential benefit of network sam-
pling in identifying influencers.
5. Discussion
Our results show that when using biased sampling strategies such as SEC, we
can identify influencers in social media networks with a small sample size. Partic-
ularly for Twitter-mention and Facebook networks, a sample size of only 10% is
enough for finding influencers comparable with those found from complete social
networks. This is beneficial because social media networks are huge, and it is


















































































































































Figure 6: Normalized influence vs. fraction of top nodes p in each dataset when using SEC.
in the API [22]. Even when the complete network structure is available, using
sampled networks is beneficial for calculating influence measures while keeping
computational costs low [21].
Our results also show that in some cases, using sampled social networks more
accurately identifies influencers than using the entire network does. This suggests
that some nodes act as noise when identifying influencers, and that network sam-
pling eliminates such nodes. Therefore, we expect that a better method for identi-
fying influencers can be built by performing some pre-processing on the original
network. Designing such pre-processing techniques is an interesting problem for
future work.
Our study has several limitations. First, we should investigate the effects of
other popular sampling strategies on the effectiveness of influence measures. For
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instance, Metropolis–Hastings Random Walk [36], Forest Fire sampling [37], and
Frontier sampling [38] are also widely used. These strategies aim to use unbiased
sampling to accurately infer network characteristics such as degree distribution
and clustering coefficients. A sampling strategy that samples a neighbor of a ran-
domly selected node is used for the network immunization problem [39] and the
detection of disease outbreaks [40]. To examine this strategy is also interesting.
Rank Degree is a recently proposed sampling strategy that can be used for find-
ing influential nodes [24]. However, our study and Rank Degree have different
assumptions in the sampling scenario. Rank Degree assumes that the degree of
the neighbors of a sampled node are known, whereas we assume that the degree
of a node is known only when the node is sampled. This paper therefore does not
include these sampling strategies, but investigating the effects of these strategies
on finding influencers would be interesting.
Second, we should also investigate the effectiveness of other influence mea-
sures for identifying influencers. This paper uses conventional and widely used
measures (i.e., degree, closeness, betweenness, PageRank, and k-core), but these
are not state-of-the-art. The effectiveness of other recently proposed measures
such as weighted LeaderRank [6], and interaction weighted k-core [12] should be
investigated in future research.
Finally, the relation between the network structure and the necessary sample
size is still unclear. The reason why APS is different from other network datasets
should be investigated. Clarifying the differences between social media networks
(e.g., Twitter-mention, Twitter-follow, and Facebook) and collaboration networks
(e.g., APS) and why these differences affect the results of identifying influencers
could be useful for designing better sampling strategies.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we extensively investigated the effects of node sampling from
a social network on the effectiveness of influence measures for identifying influ-
encers in social networks. We applied the popular sampling strategies SEC, BFS,
DFS, and random sampling to four social networks and identified influencers in
the networks using degree, betweenness, closeness, PageRank, and k-core index.
Our experimental results show that the effect of using biased (i.e., non-random)
sampling strategies is generally small for identifying influencers in social media.
For social media networks, we identified influencers whose influence is compa-
rable with that of those identified from the complete social network by sampling
only 10–30% of the networks with biased sampling strategies. In contrast, for
16
a collaboration network, a sample size of 70% or more was needed for identify-
ing influencers. From above observations, we conclude that using biased sam-
pling strategies is an effective approach for identifying influencers in large-scale
social media networks. In contrast, for identifying influencers in collaboration
networks, using network sampling is not a good approach, and we should obtain
the network structure as completely as possible. Our results also suggest that net-
work sampling is sometimes beneficial for identifying influencers. Particularly in
Facebook-type networks, nodes with higher influence are discovered more read-
ily from sampled social networks than from complete social networks. We believe
that this is because network sampling eliminates noise encountered when identi-
fying influencers.
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